UFO

Panoramic WiFi HD Camera

O v er v i e w

Armed with a full 1080p HD fisheye lens, superior night vision and accurate
motion detection mechanisms, the smanos UFO brings clarity, immersive
vision and ease of use to home monitoring, and can be ceiling or
wall-mounted or placed on any flat surface. The 180-degree field of view
ensures that you get to keep an eye on your loved ones or properties ‒ with
no blind spot, both at day or night ‒ on your iPhone or Android phone
anywhere at anytime. Futuristic in design, the smanos camera is compatible with any smanos WiFi alarm system. It delivers six types of full HD
view, birds eye, panoramic, hemisphere, triple view, quad view, and two
halves! You can easily zoom in & out digitally while also allowing you to
store footage on-site or in the cloud. You can also engage in a two-way
conversation with HiFi quality microphone & speaker.

UFO

Panoramic WiFi HD Camera

What's in the Box?
PT-180H Panoramic WiFi HD Camera x 1
Power Adapter x 1
Quick Guide x 1
Desk Stand x 1

Key Features
- 180-degree filed of view with no blind spot
- Six viewing modes
- HD video quality at 1080p
- Two-way audio with built-in microphone and speaker
- Motion detection alerting and recording
- Cloud-based video recording for option
- Compatible with Smanos K1 SmartHome DIY Kit
- Simultaneous viewing by multiple users
- Share to family or friend accounts with different limits of authority (full
access or for read only)
- Security encryption
- Voice controlled by Amazon® Alexa and Google® Assistant
- Supports both 2.4GHz & 5GHz WiFi
- FREE iOS & Android App

Box Size : 190.95 x 111.5 x 179.5mm
7.52" x 4.39" x 7.07"

Six Viewing Modes

Other Advanced Functions
- Privacy mode
- Activity zone settings
- Crystal clear video even at night
- Email notificaion for alerts
- 3 installation modes:
ceiling-mounted(hardware included)
wall-mounted (hardware included)
desk stand (included)
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Specifications
Model: PT-180H
Power: DC 5V 1A
Camera: Full HD 1080p
Field of view: Horizontal 180°, vertical 180°
Video compression: H.264/MJPEG
Video resolution: Birds Eye 1280x1280/ Panorama 1920x1080/ Quad View
1280x960/Hemisphere 1920x1080/ Two Halves 1920x1080/ Triple View
1920x1080
Night vision: Yes, auto IR-cut filter
WiFi: 802.11b/g/n/ac with WEP/WPA/WPA2 encryption (2.4GHz+5GHz)
Storage: microSD™ card up to 32GB (not included)
Operating conditions: temperature 0-50°C, humidity < 90% RH (non-condensing)
Dimensions (L x W x H): 106 X 106 X 36mm / 4.17" x 4.17" x 1.42"
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